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TEE BENDING OF BEAMS P71TH THIN TENSION FLANGES*
3T0. 769
By Placido Cicala
SUMMARY
The writer analyzes the action of a cantilever T beam
with a tension flange so thin that it can carry only ten-
sile stresses.
—.-—_________
In airplane design we frequently find beams with thin-
walled cover -plates consisting of the same elements which
serve as covering. To illustrate: The wing structure,
consisting of spars and rils, is very often covered with a
thin sheet of wood or metal, which contributes materially
to the stiffness of the whole. As far as torsion is con-
cerned, the usual theory permits a safe enough analysis of
the stresses and deformations. But for bending, the as-
sumptions of t’he conservation of plane sections are no
longer admissible; the calculations usually neglect the
effect of the covering or we retain only a very small
strip of it which, attacqhed to the spar, bends solidly
with it-
Metzer, referring the case to a T-section beam with
i-nfinite supports, resolved the problem for a strip of the
cover plate, which may be assumed as contributing to the
bending of the beams.** The resolution may equally be ex-
tended to include the case of cantilever beams, provided
one of the conditions on the contour, i~e. , multiplication
of the shear along the outside edge, is disregarded. How-
ever, this theory proceeds from the assumption t“hat the
cover plato is suitable for transmitting e%-en compressive
stresses, something which leaves some uncertainty when wo
.— ____________________________________________________________ ,.—
*ltLa flessione dclle travi con piastra sottile.lt (Labora-
torio di Aeronautic dells R. Scuola di Ingegneria.)
Reprint from Atti dells Reale Accademia delle Sci-
enze di Toriilo, vol. 69, 1933-1’334, ppo 1’71-1870
**Die Iiittragende Breite. Luftfahrtforschung , vol. IV,
no. 1, June 5, 1929.
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consider that the sheets of the covering, not strong be-
cause of the curvature, a~r.eady.wrinkle under comparativel-
y low loadso .,....
In this study it is attempted to analyze the case iil
which the sheet, while wrinkling, is able to take up ten-
sion stresses. From the introduced hypothesis, discussed
elsewhere in the report, that the wrinkles are parallel,
we deduce the behavior of the stresses in the beams and
from this the effective width of the sheet which, bending
soiidly with the beam, contributes to the bending of the
who-le in proportion to the amount supported by the sheet.
Theri we deduce the term for the work of deformation and
find the slope of the wrinkling with respect to the beam
axis $ for which this is minimum.
Lastly, we deduce the simple formulas with which we
can deterr~ine the effective sheet width accurately enough
to a,jjplyto cases generally encountered in practice.
FUNIIAMENTAL EQUATION
Consider (fig. 1) a beam of consta~t section, re-
strained at o~e end and free at the other, subjected to
normal loads at its axis located in a plane containing a
principal’ axis of the generic section. The resulting
bending moment carries always the same sign over the whole
length of the beam. At the stressed. edge, symmetrically
to the two parts, we attach two strips of sheet of con-
stant width.
If we assume the sheet to be able alone to resist
tension stresses, it follows that the path of the tension
is straight. In fact, let x and z represent two perpen-
dicular axes lying in the median plane of the plate of
minimum thickness~ so that only one of the principal ten-
sions is other than zero, according to Mohr and, following
the usual notations, the tensions in the sheet comply with
the relations:
ax =,~ COS2 (-J, 7X z = 0 sf.n a cos CL ~z =, 0 s.&n2 u,.
where 0 is the maximum tension in’ a generic point, and
the angle formed with axis x.
II
. .
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Su~st itut ing”these +errns.in the, ~t.wo.equili.brium eqwa-
-t,i,an’g:.----- ... .,,: ,,,......... .... !,, .:,,, .,:,:
.
:ubt ract ing t“he’fir s.tof, these mv~l.t.iplie.dby sin a, then
the second, multiplied by cos at gives:
and denoting with d~ an element of ~he line parallel
with the direction of o, defined, that is, from.
da”= o
w,e obtain the equation Zr * which proves our state-
ment l Now assuhe edge AB of the sheet to be rigidly
fixed, If d and” f are free edges parallel to axes z
and x, we have at d:
C7x = T>:z = o a COS2 a,= Osinacosa=O
and at f:
T
X2 = ‘Y=o 0 sin a cos a= 0 sinz
~=o
If we should exclude the possibility of Cosa=o
along d, and of sina=Oatfy the result is 0=0
over the contour. Seeing that the path of the tension”s
must le straight, it follows that the field outside of AD
and BC must be unstressed, This condition exists even
if f, instead of %eing the free contour line, delimits
the symmetrical field,
With the proviso that the field ABCD may “enter in
tension, we introduce the assumption that the formation of
the stress trajectories inside this field is so constitut-
ed by the tension lines which emanate from the, beam as to
form with it an angle which is constant over its whole
length. This inclination will be discussed by means of
the equation of least work.
The introduced hypothesis is equivalent to assuming
a series of infinite parallel cuts in the sheet which re-
4. N.A”.C.A”. Technical Memorandum No. 76,9
.dpce, i.$.:t~,a tout imuov.s system” of elastic tension members;
it is fairly obvious that this system is not as stiff, as
the actual one.
,,.
,.
Direct research t-o determine the law of ’variation of
the slope of the tension lines in a manner satisfactory
to. .the,.cond.iti.o”~sof. Ieas.t.work, is too complicated to per:
mit application to: the’ multiplicity of cases encountered
in actual practice. In fact, it would preclude making al-
lowance for the variability of the beam s~ctioil, the ef-
fect produced by the elements which usually are employed
to stiffen the sheet, etc.
. ,,
I?ow,let. ,ci he.the angI.e forrned”.by the tension lines
with the axis of the beam, x the distance of the gener-
ic section from the point of .fixity and ~ the lengthof
the beam. The sheet is assumed to be so thin as to allow
its section to be identified with the straight line tan-
~eu~ over. the see.tion of the beam, and to let., N repre-
sent the .,antipole of this straight line with respect to
the “ellipsoid of inertia of the section. Further, let Mn
.,.
be the moment with respect to this point, of the external
load and of the tension applied by the sheet between the
section considered and the tip of t’he beam.
The unit elongation of the fiber of the beam in con-.
tact with the sheet is
M nY’
-——-
EJ
where y is the ‘d’istance of fiber from c.g~ , G, of the’
section”.
J, ‘moment of inertia with respect to the h’orizon-
tal cog. axis.
E, modulus of elasticity of the material.
“The’point X(fig~ 1“)will now be displaced through
“the effect ‘of the deformation of the frustum which pre-
cedes it, to “the amount
.. . ,,
. ..., .. . . ,..
. ..”
.
8 =; $;j.%
o
:.,.
::,.’ .
(o)
.,. .
.. —.------------... .. . ..-.—. . .
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The elongation of the fiber HX is given from
..... ~ ~O.& ~;..and.since ..itslen~th is x/cos a., the”te”nsion
for the beati and sheet o.f the same material is:
. .
,.
I?rom either side, along a,path ax, to which corre-
sponds a sectioil of the sheet normal to tHe tensions
s dx sin a (s = sheet thickness) , we apply two loads
dl? symmetrical. with respect to the axis. of. the beam;’ .
which give: ,.
,.
. .,’
2s sin a COSS a dx
_-._-.-_.__;-----------J; ~~f~ :dx
.0
The moment Mn then is:
,. t 2S Yn sin a cos3 a“d~~ ~~i! dx
~~n = Me - J —.-—..—-—————.=—.-————--,
x x o
with 1.!e the moment of the external load applied between
C and X; yn, the distance of point N ~ith respec: to
;T~.ichthb “mofi,e~lis“of the plane of.the “plate are~measured;
Assuming the section to be constant, me put
,.,,
k=2styynsinacos3 $,
,. ,.,. . .’.’-
so that : .,, , .,.
Quantity k introduced here is a numerical constant which
completely defines the ’characteristics of the whole inso-
far as concerns the processes under cons-iderat,ions
.,.
..
SOLUTION OF l?U,NDAME3TTALEQUATION -
,.
Equation (.1) is readily reduced, to a l?redholm equation
of the second order with symmetrical nucl.eust. Its resolu-
tion is effected with Bessel~s function J of ~egree O
with imaginary arguments, which may be expressed with the
—
..,..
...
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development
I(i) 1 + --——D’!-L + --------@x212-t- ., ***
,...
as
,.
I’n.fa ,Ct, .equation (.1) may Y when be written
= M* IKn
Subtract ing
deducting a
ferential 1
once, then multiplying
second time, we obtain
inear equation:
both terms and
s dif-the unhomo
dMe
)
-—.
dg
k (2)-1-
The
func
nted
~ homogeneous equation is integrated with the
tion I(k~). If the external moment Me is
by means of a polyv.:~mial in” ~:
Bes-
rep-sel
rese
r
A
-by
particular integral of
P the polynomial
the ho mo geneous equati on is given
a. + al +’ . . . . . -1-an-l El
n-1
wh O se constants a.s l ** al .- subs tituting in (2) and
equati
terms
,ng
gi
the
Ve :
coeffici en ts of each power of in the two
k ar-k
-———_..
r’
(da with an=O (3CLr r ar n,
Th e gen eral integral of (2) follows from
IvIn + a. + + %2-1 t
n-1
.,’ in which”
condition
c
(.,.“:
.s.tant
= r’
defined. -by mea,Slsof 1,imiting
T!Towldt’ U
uniform load.
pressed with
.s apply the
The moment
above
of the
equa
ext
,tion to the ca
ernal load may
se
he
of
e x-
MO (1 c)’
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whore M. is a constant.
--.. ,
——.,,... .
Then we have: n = 2 a. = lto ‘“aa= - 2M0 iL2 = w
Equation (4) may be written as
Mn =CI(kg)+ao+al~ (5)
The recurrent formula (3)” .giyes the equations in a.
and al:
k al
al -t-21iIo= k a. -M. = ---
which yields a %y insertion in (5).
Putting ! = 1, Mn = Me = O, we have:
(fjt)
IJastly, we substitute the value of C given from the
above formula iil (5!) and obtain:
(6)
By t]le same argument we find- for the case of the beam un-
der constant moment Ii.:
(7)
With a load applied at its free end, that is, an ex-
ternal moment ~LIJe = 1(10(1 - ~), we have
(8)
In any case whatever, the course of Itn is readily
computed when the values of the function i(x) are known.
-Such functions are to be found in tables and diagrams.*
We reproduce some figures which should tie sufficient for
such application in the majority of cases.
————————___________________________________ _______________________
*Jahnke, Eugen, and. Erode, Fritz: Tunktionentafeln mit for-
meln und kurven. 1933.
~ ,
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l(o) = 1.0000 1 (0.1) = 1.1025’”” ‘“”’1’”(0.’2”]= “i.21b2 “
,.., .,.
1 “(0.9) = 2*1239 “ 1“ (1 ) = io2~9%: “:
.: ,“, .
‘The’bxpr~ss”ion -“(6)“’o;~’the moment’””Mn’” in ‘t~letiniform
load case, may also be written:
,..
.!
7.I
“ o [’-” ‘“”-2 2Mn = ~ I(k~), + - I(k~) - & ~ 1.,-+:g)(k);—.-—-—I(k)-k .,k: .. ,.-,Nc. ,.k ,,
giving the apprc?x.imatio.n.witlz wh%cb the usual ..tables give
the values of I , for the small values of k, does not
yermit ail exact calcul,at ion.e.
.. .
...,, --
The development of I in parentheses in (18) and or-
dination according to the power of ~, give
.,,
. “
M.
,.. ,
Mn = ~cKY(l- g)(l-t, +cLlz+c2 k’+ ““ “)l **** (G?)
,..
The c values, functions of ~ only, are given in terms
of such variables in figure 20
.
NU1iiERICAL E~l!FLE
The developed equations are now applied to a system
h“aviilgthe folloifing characteristics:
st = I’ (section of beaq) YYYn = 2.5 J
assuming tan a = 0.1. The result is k = 0.5.
This’ value , in the case of a load applied at the tip
of the learn, gives for moment Mn the diagram a of fig-
ure3g The curve b of the grdph itself gites the’ course
of the moment MA for the same value of k when the beam
is subjected to’s uniform loadt In’the reiiaining ‘space”’
of this diagram the moments change signs: In fact, in
tkiss pace the stresses i~ the sheet are se,ve~e:%ecause it
feels the effects of the expansion of the fibers of,the
1“ ‘–
. .
,..
,. !.’ ,,, . .... , . w
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. . .
,, ,,.
~eam “ove~ ttie en~i”r’e“lengtfi’~.of...fh,.”~datiti~ri~:.~h~ir‘moment
-exceeds, as a re suit.,....-that‘o,f’..t”hb..e’”xt.er.ri”allo ds l ‘
.,”
~“~~no~h:er,”re$u~t, o“*”+ e“al+uia~ion :~s “that’ the “aid
given”by the “’Sheet’’de@ends upbn the t~e’of external.
stresses. In the case iilpoint, under a’ constant moment,
the moment at the point of fiixity has dropped 36 percent;
for a load applied a+ the.’~ip”,..the r~duction amounted to
27 percent; for uniform load,”it decreased 23 percent.
.“
.,..
. . : .,
. ‘.’ .. ,,..
DETERNINA!TION OF THE EQUIVALEN~’ WIDTH ““ ‘“
,... .,
,.,.
The equivalent width of the sheet is the dimension of
the ideal strip which, conforming to the law of conserva-
tion of flat section’s, bands solidlywith the” beam and
gives the same stresses in it” as the actual system. This
quantity gesierally varies f“or’eachsection and gives a’ di-
rect idea of the’ stresse”s “bet~een sheet and beam,
,,,.
In the foregoing analysis we deduced the term Iin
which gave the stress 5 in t’he stretche& edge:
‘O=%Y ‘t
_—.—
J
.
If a strip of the sheet of width’ 23i bends together
with ’the beam, the laricenter of the T-section learn result-
ing from it , will be, besides that of the .original:sec-
tion:
21)f s,
A “= ———.. ..—)?+2bisy
and the moment of inertia of the c-g- of the sectian is
complete. with
JI =J+2bisy2 -(Y+ 2bis)A2’
,,.
which~ substituting
“. Yi(-j= Me ~1- ,“, -“
allowing for yl ‘= y - A, gives “
~ (; + 2bi s Yn) = Me
_——
~i+,~.: .“&n;“;
‘iii’rE@y ‘clef‘ine,i,,“:l”i.nked””to o“tihe??qu&nt”ities “of
. . .,.,$, .,.,,...
the relat’i:d’n..F.:Y.Yn..=.:.J’.+”y.~a, “. :, .,
.,.-,,, .
““‘If ,.it,,:.%~‘&es$red.,;’to,:b~ai”n :0’under these con~itions,
the, sz@e”‘as““is‘,verified’,’i.n“’~h’e,ffective s~st em as “def’in&d
ljy‘.(’9).;.we”’.mu,~t“put ‘, .,“ : :‘ ,.!
.... . 7
. ..”
:.::
.<J “(-
..)lfiny :
t .?bi.S yn] ––~ = Me
“w
,,
Ebi:..W+.:and, making:, h= “th b= t tan a the apparent width,
. . .
.,.
... -.
h.=
Me - Mn
,,,. 4a
--G–ii~ c 0 s
,.,
(lo)
..’‘With t,his,.equatio”~’for the same value of ‘k, re-
.,ferred t.o in the, diagram of figure 3, we computed the
e~uivalerit ,widtl~,for the case of a load applied at the
free end and for the case of uniform load. The following
values were obtained: ,,
5 0*8”’ 0*6 O*4 “0.2 o “For =1”
h = O*46 Oe52 0,58 0s64 0,70 0.75(0.87) end load.
A =- 2061 1.04 0.68’7 0.62 0.60 (0.80) distrib-
uted load.
~~ The figures in parentheses are those obtained With
,,
Metzerts theory.
I!QUATIONS Ol? THE WORK OF DEFORMATION
Let IT(x) be the end load
the stress applied at the sheet
tip of the beam and the generic
This gives:
produced’ in the beam by
in the space between the
section X (fig. 1).
Yn
The work of ‘deformation of the 3eam is:
,.
.,
. ... . .
..
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. . Co:ns~der further the por~i,on of the sheet constituted
-:ly the-”-two”str-ips wki ck have a beam component along dx;
the sudden,,elongation of the two fibers is Cos a 8 (for-
mula (0)) and with 2 dx s sin u as the section and
Z/COS CL as tile length of this fiber, the relative work is:
For the whole field of the shee% the work of deformation
‘then ”is:
Summarizing the terms for L1 and L2, we obtain
the total work of deformation. It is readily proved that
the expression is identical” with that obtained for the
system, subjected to pure bending, consisting of beam and
strip of sheet of width bi = Al, which bends with it, ac-
cording to the law of conservation of plane’ sections-
What is of greater interest, however, is that the
term expressing the work of deformation does not directly
contain a; t~~is re~~lt~ ~,s function of a through k.
Therefore, we may write:
L is a decreasing’ function of k; O may be inferred
from the fact that k is proportional to the sheet thick-
ness and that an increase in it nnzst in any case carry a
decrease in the total deformations and. consequently, in
the work of Deformation-. Its minimum value, then, corre-
sponds to. that value of g for which k becomes maximum.
In that case, we have, in fact,
di=o
da
> 0.
It is readily ascertained what happens when a = 30°.
Hence, we may state that, provided the wrinkles start at
a constant angle at every point of the sheet, it tends to
assume the maximum. inclination permitted by the length of
the sheet, not exceeding’, however, ‘the value of 30°.
— — --
mllml 11111 II ,,, ,,, ,, ,,, , ,,,, ,,
. . . ,,i2 i?i’A,O.A.’Tectiriical Me~orandtim ”lTo&””76~
,, .. .; .. ,,, , .
:,For ;~he”,~cal.culatiog,of
!.,,,,.,
k and of,,,’t~~~co~%rititory ef-
,-,f&ctof” th@’ sl.ieet~”w~ must .thefiefo~e”assufi?;”h = arc tan.b
. ~ . .. . ..’ T
if .the-res@k%:are iess than 30°; inthe co’n~rary case,
we assume ‘Ci;= 30°0”
ANALYSIS OI!.THE Rl?SUL~S
,.. The. developed theory allqws,:us to compute the effect
of collaboration of the sheet “with the beam on the,prem-
ise that t-he wrinkling sheet can resist the tensile stress-
es alone and that the wave’s.run paralle,l. The obtained re-
sults are qualitatively in accord with Metzer’s data, stip-
ulating that t-he plate he resistant to compression also.
The ,ideal widths in our.hyp~the.sis are, however, markedly
inferior. 4’”
. ,“
“We shall give some a~~~oximate teims which should
~ake the application of” the developed theory quite easyc
“For the ca”se””of’a “single’ldad applied at the tip of
the beam, we have, according to (8),, the moment Mn, in
the. restrained section.. ~ =“0.
. ...,,
..,.
M= = Mo “I(k) -1..
kI(k)
Substituting in (10) and reflecting that in our case
Me = 11., we have:
,, .,. . .
i; :l,,::’~-~k)’- 1“= k’ ‘
_______ = .—-—--—___
kI(k) - k,.. COS* a ‘.
., . .
.,. The fraction in the last term tends toward O when
k increases,, I(k) being an increasj.ng function of k;
it is therefore convenient to expand. in series k “as de-
nominator. This expansion, followed by division of numer-
ator and denominator by I(~E) - 1 _ k, gives the fraction
itself:
.,.*(1 +,0.14 k + 0.005 k2 -1- . . . ..)-l
.
,..
Equati:o.n””(ll)’i“s closely approximated at: “
,,e
.,. . . . . . ,.
,. .
‘h:=’l- ‘.0.25, .#’.,,
———— ..— -.——..—- .
COS4 a 1 + 0.14 k
.-. I
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For the load cases in question the effective width
,,.. decreases from. the restrained..section to the tip of the
beam. The curve a in figure 4, illustrates the course
of A over the beam for k = 0-5. Curve b represents
Metzer?s figures.
In the extreme section, h decreases as k increases
and approaches O as k+m. For simplicity we may, in
the case of a load applied at the beam end, have a linear
course for L, which from the value in (12) for the re-
strained section, approaches O in the extreme section
(line al in fig. 4).
In the case of uniform load,. we have for the re-
strained section, the approximation:
A ( Z’1————.._ = 0.!5 1 -1- ——-——COS4 a 9 + 3k~
Here the value of A= 0.61 COS4 a for k= O de-
creases as k increases and approaches the asymptotic
value ~~etzerls theory arrives at the same0,5 COS4 u. .!.
co-nclusion. In the case in question, the effective width
decreases as the sheet thickness increases.
In our case there is always an increase of A along
the beam, so tilat the value for the whole length of the
%eam may be taken from (13) for the restrained section.
being
If the load instead of/uniform decreases toward the
beam tip, the theory stipulates lower A values. But the
minimum value in the case of linear load reduction approach-
ing O at the tip, is 0.33 Cos a4 for the restrained
secticno
This theory lends itself to practical application in
simple fashion, but the assumed parallelism of the tension
curves remains to be proved experimentally; that is, to
say, it remains to be proved that the interruption of the
continuity of the sheet by means of a system of infinite
parallel cuts puts it in worse conditions than those ac-
tually encountered.
Translation by J. Vanier,
Natioilal Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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